Wot box mustang

Lower your E. More consistent, effortless shiftsReduce the chance of missing a gearReduce
wear on the transmission and the chance of transmission da Be the first to Write a Review.
Javascript is disabled on your browser. To view this site, you must enable JavaScript or
upgrade to a JavaScript-capable browser. Financing available with Affirm. Quantity discounts
available. Quantity Price. Add to Cart. California Residents Warning! California Residents:
Proposition 65 Warning. Details Back. WOT shifting, a common practice in drag racing, is
accomplished by holding the gas pedal to the floor and never lifting off the gas during the shift.
The problem with doing this is when you depress the clutch, engine RPs flare up and a brief
amount of time is required for the transmission input shaft to slow down - increasing the
chances of a missed gear and transmission damage. These features are helpful for those
wanting to WOT shift. The split second you place your foot on the clutch pedal, with the throttle
all the way down, a signal is sent to the WOT box that a shift has been initiated. No-lift shifting
reduces the chance of a missed gear and transmission damage. Keeping your foot down
through the shift also allows you to hold boost through the shift, improving E. This is a very
useful feature for a more consistent and powerful launch in boost. See More See Less. No
reviews available Be the first to Write a Review. You will receive a tracking number at the email
address used during checkout once your order ships. The WOT Box is an electronic device that
makes WOT shifting easy by reducing your engine's power for a very short timed period while
you shift. It allows the synchros in your transmission to mesh easily, reducing the chance of
missing a gear and damaging your transmission. If the input shaft on a manual transmission is
not allowed to slow down enough it will lock you out of gear time after time. We have developed
a solution to the problem by controlling the ignition at the shift point to ease the transition from
one gear to another. WOT shifting is a common practice used by drag racers regardless of if
they are running turbo, supercharger or naturally aspirated. WOT shifting is accomplished by
holding the gas pedal to the floor and never "lifting" off the gas during the shift. The problem
with doing so is when you depress the clutch engine RPMs flare up and a brief amount of time
is required for the transmission input shaft to slow down. Even the most successful drivers
have been known to miss a gear occasionally. It requires complete concentration and lightning
quick reactions in order to pull it off. Do it fast enough before the redline, and your reward will
be a zero lag, constant boost shift. When you WOT shift, your engine is still producing peak
power through the shift. With the clutch released, the engine revs up. This increase in RPMs
and the full output power of the engine makes it very difficult for the synchros in your
transmission to engage. The result means that WOT shifting can be very difficult and potentially
damaging to your transmission. The result? The split second that you place your foot on the
clutch pedal with the throttle all the way down, a signal is sent to the WOT Box that a shift has
been initiated. When the module sees the signal from the clutch switch it will reduce engine
power by cutting the ignition. The ignition control is a precise timed event that the user has
complete control of. The box is capable of controlling ignition from 25 milliseconds to
milliseconds in 25 millisecond increments. With a range like that the wot box can even make Mr.
Magoo look like a seasoned pro! The drivers in our test cars describe using the WOT BOX as
sitting in the car and going through the gearbox with the engine off!! All the drivers were
amazed at how smooth the gearbox was. The transition from gear to gear is effortless and the
boost gauge would barely show a blip between the shifts. Even on a stock turbo equipped
Dodge SRT-4 we were able to knock 3 tenths off e. Our big turbo SRT-4 cars were able to drop
up to 7 tenths off their E. Normal shifts will be ignored and continue to work just as you expect.
You won't even know its there, until you make a WOT Shift! Many after-market electronics are
bulky and full of dip switches, buttons and dials that are enough to make the average DIY'er
bang their head on the wall in frustration! It will work on any ignition setup that has a common
positive lead for all of the ignition coils. No new hardware is needed. The installation will only
involve hooking up a few wires. No, you don't! Most recent cars have the clutch up switch
already built in. If you have cruise control, you likely already have the switch you need. Contact
us if you have questions. It's small enough that you will be able to hide it up in your dash. The
exterior dimensions are 3. Here is a blueprint of the enclosure we use. We have units in stock
and are shipping orders daily! Search this site. Navigation Home. User Guide. Contact us. With
Mopar Toys. Shift Light. Shipping costs are as follows and we be automatically applied at
checkout. What is the WOT Box? What is WOT Shifting? Lower ETs - One of our big turbo
customer cars dropped their E. How does the WOT Box work? Will the WOT Box affect normal
driving? How about some testimonials from users? No-lift shifting is keeping the gas down
through the shift. The ignition cut allows the synchros in your transmission to mesh easily,
reducing the chance of missing a gear and damaging your transmission. Keeping your foot
down through the shift also allows you to hold boost through the shift, thereby significantly
improving your E. The turbo will spool up while you do this. You can use this feature for a more

consistent and more powerful launch in boost! Will I be able to program it or do I need an
engineering degree? What is involved in hooking it up? Do I need a clutch switch? How big is
it? The No-Lift Shift feature makes no-lift shifting easy by cutting your engine's ignition for a
very short period while you no-lift shift. No-lift shifting is keeping the gas down through the
shifft. The ignition cut allows the synchros in your transmission to mesh easily, reducing the
chance of missing a gear and damaging your transmission. Keeping your foot down through the
shift also allows you to hold boost through the shift, thereby significantly improving your E. The
2-Step Launch Control modulates the ignition by cutting power to individual ignition coils to
hold the RPM you want to launch at. The turbo will spool up while you do this. You can use this
feature for a more consistent and more powerful launch in boost! If you have a laptop computer,
you don't need this. You can just bring the laptop to the WOT Box. This cable can drive your
nitrous solenoids or water injection pump directly. The output can be programmed to turn on
and off at specific RPMs and at a certain throttle threshold. It also automatically shuts off
whenever the clutch is down, to prevent spraying during no-lift shifting or launch control. The
add-on can drive up to 15A solenoids directly. Contact us if you need additional capacity. See
the installation instructions for details on the wiring. The WOT Box is an electronic device that
makes WOT shifting easy by reducing your engine's power for a very short timed period while
you shift. It allows the synchros in your transmission to mesh easily, reducing the chance of
missing a gear and damaging your transmission. If the input shaft on a manual transmission is
not allowed to slow down enough it will lock you out of gear time after time. We have developed
a solution to the problem by controlling the ignition at the shift point to ease the transition from
one gear to another. WOT shifting is a common practice used by drag racers regardless of if
they are running turbo, supercharger or naturally aspirated. WOT shifting is accomplished by
holding the gas pedal to the floor and never "lifting" off the gas during the shift. The problem
with doing so is when you depress the clutch engine RPMs flare up and a brief amount of time
is required for the transmission input shaft to slow down. Even the most successful drivers
have been known to miss a gear occasionally. It requires complete concentration and lightning
quick reactions in order to pull it off. Do it fast enough before the redline, and your reward will
be a zero lag, constant boost shift. When you WOT shift, your engine is still producing peak
power through the shift. With the clutch released, the engine revs up. This increase in RPMs
and the full output power of the engine makes it very difficult for the synchros in your
transmission to engage. The result means that WOT shifting can be very difficult and potentially
damaging to your transmission. The Wot box is very simple to install and use. Does exactly
what you expect it to. Beefcake shipping is always very fast as well. Please see our Carb
Exempt Page for full California shipping information. Image is a representation of this item.
Actual item may vary. Item : n2mb-wotbox. Regular price:. You save. Rating Required Select
Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars 5 stars best. Email Required. Review Subject
Required. Comments Required. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:.
They are No-lift shifting and 2-step launch control. What is the WOT Box? What is WOT
Shifting? In this article, LMR discusses everything you need to know about the 2 step rev limiter
and how you can use it on your mustang to increase performance! Read more: 79 93 mustang ,
94 04 mustang , 05 09 mustang , 10 14 mustang , mustang , mustang , engine , ignition. Ford
Mustang - 96 - 97 - 98 - 99 - 00 - 01 - 02 - 03 - 04 - 05 - 06 - 07 - 08 - 09 - 10 - 11 - 12 - 13 - 14 - 15 16 - 17 - 18 - 19 - Upload a Photo. Add to Wishlist Call to Order. No lift shifting is a common
practice used by drag racers to maintain RPM and power through gear shifts. However, by
doing this you risk missing a gear and damaging your transmission. When the clutch releases,
the engine revs up and makes it difficult to engage the synchronizers. If it's not completed
properly it can lock you out! Now you can reduce the risk of missing a gear and reduce wear on
the transmission with this WO
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T box! By cutting off the ignition, this allows the synchros in your transmission to mesh which
reduces the chance of missing a gear! You have complete control over the settings of this box.
Choose from a range of 25 milliseconds to milliseconds in millisecond increments to dial in
your no lift shift! Built-In 2-Step Launch Control In addition to no lift shifting, this box allows
you to add 2-step launch control! The 2-Step modulates the ignition by cutting power to the
ignition coils to hold RPM when you launch. This kit allows you to set the RPM to any number
you want! Fitment Note Will work on any fuel injected vehicle including automatic or manual
transmission. Coyote Instructions Download the pdf. Related Articles. What Is A 2 Step? What
Does It Do? Customer Photos 0 Upload a Photo. Vehicle Applications Ford Mustang - 96 - 97 -
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